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1 This Essay Is In Globish

This essay is in Globish. It is not in Anglo-American English.

See, “Introducing Globish into Globish”, [1] for a description of Globish. That document also includes references to
use of certain specific words and concepts relevant to this essay.

The intended audience for this essay is all of humanity.

Some concepts developed in this essay stands separate from American and Western values. Some concepts developed
in this essay reject American and Western values. Western readers of this essay need to pay extra attention, as many
of their assumptions are not ours.

2 Part of the Evolution of Globish Series

This essay is part of a series of essays, where we introduce new words and concepts into Globish

See “Introducing Globish into Globish”, PLPC-120038, [1], for a list of other sister essays.

The context for our own use of these enhancements to Globish is a model inversion to the manner of existance of
Internet Services called: The Libre-Halaal ByStar Digital Ecosystem, – http://www.by-star.net.

An overview of this global effort is provided in a document titled:

The Libre-Halaal ByStar Digital Ecosystem
A Unified and Non-Proprietary Model For Autonomous Internet Services
A Moral Alternative To The Proprietary American Digital Ecosystem
http://www.by-star.net/PLPC/180016 — [2]

In that document we present a complete picture for establishing a model and process that can redirect the manner of
existence of software and Internet services towards safeguarding humanity. We also describe the framework that is
already in place for collaboration and we invite you to participate in this work.

3 Defining East and West

Traditional attempts have not been on the mark.

East and west are not a geographical concepts, they are not prosperity concepts, they are not technology concepts.

East and West are two very distinct life models.

Consider the Chinese Olympics Vs. the British Olympics. One was very societal while the other was very individual-
istic.

East and West are two different ways of thinking. East and West are two different value systems. East and West are
two different answers to meaning of life.

Western model is rooted in individualism and raw economics.

Eastern model is rooted in society and harmony with nature.

Western colonialization is rooted in extreme individualism and raw economics of the West.

Westoxication is recognition of corrupting effects of West on East.
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